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Abstract. Since managementof a common propertyresource can be undertakenonly by
a government of finitely lived agents, studying the behaviour of such governments is a
naturalway to study common propertymanagement.I propose that we regardthe choice of
managementobjective by such a governmentas a 'move' in a game of sequential agents.
Given this framework,it is shown that subgame perfect equilibriaexist in which successive
governmentschoose the same 'traditional'managementobjective. These strategies enable
an economy to overcome any intergenerationalexternality.Thus, following a traditionof
conservationmay be a rationalresponse to an intergenerationalexternality.
Tradition et gestion d'une ressource en propriete commune. Puisque la gestion d'une
ressourceen propriet6communepeut seulementetre faite parun gouvernementd'agents dont
la vie a une valeur finie, 1'6tudedu comportementde tels gouvernementsest une maniere
naturelled'6tudierla gestion des ressourcesen propri6t6commune.Ce m6moirepropose de
consid6rerle choix d'un objectif de gestion par un gouvernementd'agents dont la vie a une
valeur finie comme un 'mouvement'dans un jeu d'agents s6quentiels.Ce cadre 6tantpose,
on montrequ'il existe des 6quilibresparfaitsde sous-jeux dans lesquels chaque gouvernement successif choisit le meme objectif de gestion 'traditionnel.'Ces strat6giespermettent
a une 6conomie de surmonterles problemescauses par une externalit6interg6n6rationnelle.
Donc, suivre une traditionde conservationpeut etre une reponserationnelle'aune externalit6
intergen6rationnelle.
1. Introduction
In this paper I consider the way that governments of finitely lived agents choose
management objectives for common property resources. Since management of a
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common property resource can be undertakenonly by a government of finitely
lived agents, studying the behaviourof such governmentsis a naturalway to study
common propertymanagement.
First, I argue that the choice of managementobjective by the currentgovernment of finitely lived agents be regarded as a 'move' in a game of sequential
agents. Given this framework,when decision makersdo not condition their choice
of managementobjective on the actions of earlier agents, only one sequence of
managementobjectives is consistent with subgame perfection. Moreover,because
of an intergenerationalexternalitythat distorts savings incentives, this sequence of
managementobjectives does not result in a Paretooptimal allocation. On the other
hand, when decision makersdo condition their choice of managementobjective on
the behaviourof prior agents, many subgame perfect allocations may be possible,
including some that are Pareto optimal. While the strategies that support these
Paretooptimal outcomes may be thoughtof as social contracts,we can also regard
them as traditions.Taken together, these results imply that following a tradition
of conservationmay be a rationalresponse to an intergenerationalexternalitythat
distorts savings incentives.
The results in this paper complement the currentdebate on sustainability(e.g.,
Solow 1991, 1993) in importantways. First,the notion of sustainabilitymay provide
a way to implement the social contracts described here. Second, these contracts
may provide an incentive to choose managementobjectives that are consistentwith
sustainability,apartfrom any sense of moral obligation to provide for the future.
2. A description of the regulation game
To investigate the behaviourof sequences of governmentsof finitely lived agents,
consider the following simple economy. At t = 1 a single old agent, Agent Zero,
gives birth to a single young agent, Agent One. At the end of period one, Agent
Zero dies and Agent One gives birth to Agent Two. This cycle repeats for all
naturalnumberst. Let cy denote consumptionin period t by the young agent born
at t, and ct denote consumptionin period t by the old agent born at t -1.
Agents derive utility from their own consumptionin each period that they are
alive. The following utility functions representpreferences:
V0(c )
(CY
Vt(c,

),

t = 1,2,3, ....

We assume that consumptionis a good, not a bad, so that all the Vt are increasing
functions.

A naturalresource stock, Yt, provides consumptionand also savings. Let StYt- (cl + cy) denote savings in period t. Any stock not consumed grows according
to Yt+I= F(St), where F(O) = 0, F'(0) > 0. An allocation is an infinite sequence
of consumption pairs, {(co, cY)}1 . Say that an allocation is feasible if and only if
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Y,
Yt

c, + cY for all t. A steady-state allocation satisfies (cy, c)
F(St), for all t.

=(cy

I,co 1) and

Suppose that the resource Y is common property.That is, agents in each period
jointly decide on an allocation of the resource stock between consumption and
savings, (cO,cy, St). Call such a triple a managementobjectivefor period t. Given
that both young and old agents value only their own consumption, they disagree
about the choice of managementobjective - each prefers that the other consume
nothing. The role of governmentis, first, to provide a bargainingprotocol allowing
young and old to agree upon a managementobjective and second, to enforce the
agreed-uponpolicy.
Given this stylized descriptionof the regulatoryprocess, how should we expect
an old agent to behave? Since he derives no utility from his child's consumption
or from savings, a rationalold agent should always choose the bargainingstrategy
that maximizes his consumption,given his bargainingpower.
The remainderof this section develops a frameworkin which the decision by
each successive young agent about how aggressively he will bargainwith his parent
may be analysed. To begin, assume that in each period the young agent proposes
a managementobjective which the old agent either accepts or rejects. If the old
agent accepts the policy, then it is enforced. If the old agent rejects the proposal,
then there is no regulationand the old agent receives consumptionrYt, while the
young agent divides (1 - r,)Yt between consumptionand savings. The parameterrj
is an exogenous descriptionof the two agents' relative bargainingstrengths.'This
simple bargaininggame captures the aspects of the bargainingproblem in which
we are interested:it explicitly models the choice of regulationas the outcome of
bargaining,and it allows young agents to choose more or less aggressivebargaining
strategies.
The young agent in each period may propose any feasible managementobjective
(co, cY,St). 'Accept any management objective such that ct' > iYt' is the unique

subgame perfect strategyfor each old agent. Hence, without loss of generality,we
can restrict the young agent's choices to those that the old agent will accept and
disregard the old agent's move. Since c' + cy + St = Yt, a management objective in
period t is completely specified by the choice of (cO,St). Thus, the set of possible
proposals (or actions) for the young agent t is given by the set At = {(cto, St)| co >
,qYt,c? + St- Yt}, where Yt = F(St-1) for t _ 2. Since the old agent accepts any

proposed managementobjective in this set, the old agent's moves can be ignored.
This simple characterizationof the young agent's action sets is due to the simple
bargainingprocess specified here. The reasonablenessof ignoring the old agent's
moves is not. Whateverthe bargainingprocess, old agents always choose the bargaining strategythatmaximizes their consumption.This strategycan be constructed
for otherbargaininggames as well. This done, we can write down the young agent's
1 One can tell a numberof stories about the origin of the bargainingstrengthparameter.For example, i could be the share of the resource stock that the old agent captureswhen bargaining
breaks down and open access exploitation occurs. With this said, the source of this limit on the
old agent's bargainingstrengthis irrelevantto the analysis.
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strategy sets, contingenton consumptionmaximizationby the old agent, just as is
done for the ultimatumbargaininggame above. In short, regardlessof the particular bargaininggame used and regardlessof how much bargainingpower the old
agents have, all of the 'action' will be in the young players' strategychoices. The
old agents always try to maximize their own consumption.
We can now regard the choice of managementobjective by each young agent
as a 'move' in a game of sequential agents and the resulting allocation as an
outcome of this game. In particular,the players are the young agents in each
An action, a,, for young agent t is a pair (c,,S,) E At.
period t = 1,2,3,...
Player t's payoff function may be constructedfrom preferencesover consumption
=
by observing that cy Yt-c=-St

= Yt-(l,

1)eat, and c, = (1, O)eat. Preferences

over actions can now be inferred from preferences over consumption. We abuse
notation and denote preferencesover actions with Vt(at, at+,), ratherthan use the
correct but cumbersome, Vt(Yt-(1, 1) * at, (1, 0) * at+,).
3. Equilibrium regulation without memory
Suppose that agents are awareof historyand choose to ignore it, or that they cannot
recall and interpretthe historical record. In either case, if agents do not condition
their choice of managementobjective on history, each agent t can affect his future
consumption only through his choice of savings: Holding savings constant, the
consumptionlevel of agent t's parentdoes not affect agent t's old age consumption.
Given this, player t is always better off driving a hard bargain and giving his
parentthe disagreementconsumptionlevel ?lYt.Moreover,since no other strategy
is rationaland credible for agent t + 1, agent t should expect his successor to drive
an equally hard bargain with him.
This means that player t should expect a returnto savings of r,F'(St) in equilibrium. That is, in equilibrium,his returnto savings is only as large as his bargaining
powers allow. Since this is less than the social returnto savings, F'(St), each player
t will undersaverelative to the Paretooptimal level.2
Example 1. Consider the extreme case when ?q= 0 so that each period's young
agent is able to dictate any feasible managementobjective to the old agent. Also
suppose that agents do not condition their actions on the actions of their ancestors.
The first young agent does not care about his parent and chooses not to give
anythingto him. Similarly,this agent expects that his child will not choose to give
him any consumptionin the future.It follows that the returnto savings is zero and
that in equilibrium,the first young agent saves nothing and consumes the whole
D
stock.
4. Equilibria with memory
If each agent could sign a binding contract with his unborn child requiringthat
the child permit the parent to consume relatively more of the stock in old age,
2 A more rigorous argumentis available in Turner(1995).
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providedthe parentsaved relativelymore in his youth, then agents could overcome
the incentive to undersaveand be better off. The child has an incentive to break
this contract,however, and there is no externalagency to enforce it. Thus, we are
led to ask whether self-enforcing contractsexist that can allow living agents and
their unborndescendantsto overcome the intergenerationalexternality.
In this section a game of sequentialagents is analyzed and sufficient conditions
for a subgameperfect equilibriumare established.More intuitively,in this section
a 'self-enforcing social contract'is described.
Considera game played by an infinite sequence of players, t = 1, 2, 3..., such
thateach playert takes exactly one action, at, in period t. To develop some intuition
about this game, suppose that each player t's strategyset does not depend on the
history of past moves and is given by At
{E,EP, D}. Let the sequence h =
(ao, (E),=) denote a socially desirableoutcome. Move P will denote a punishment
move imposed by a player on his predecessor. Move D will be a move that is
not the punishmentmove or the equilibriummove. In addition, imagine that there
is a cultural norm or 'social contract' that requires each player to play E if his
predecessorhonours the social contractand to play P if his predecessor violates
the social contract.Finally,suppose thatthis social contractrequiresthateach player
use the logic describedbelow to determinewhetherhis predecessorhas 'honoured'
or 'violated' the social contract.
If player t observes player t - 1 to have played E, then player t concludes that
t - 1 honoured the contract.3If player t observes player t - 1 to take action D,
then player t concludes that player t - 1 violated the contract. But what if player
t observes that player t - 1 played P? Is player t - 1 punishing a transgressor,or
wrongly punishing a player who honouredthe contract?To answer this question,
look at the action taken by player t - 2. If player t - 2 played D, then player t - 1
honouredthe contractby punishing a deviator.If t - 2 played E, then player t - 1
wrongly punished a player who honouredthe social contractand thereby violated
the contract. What if both t - 1 and t - 2 played P? Is t - 1 punishing t - 2
for imposing an illegitimate punishment,or is t - 1 wrongly punishing t - 2 for
punishinga deviator?The answerdepends on the moves made at and before t -3.
Column (A) of table 1 gives histories at time t - 1 that should cause player
t to conclude that player t - 1 honoured the social contract. The histories that
belong in this column are concluded by an even number (or zero) consecutive
punishmentmoves preceded by action E, or by an odd number of consecutive
punishmentmoves preceded by action D. Column (B) of table 1 gives histories
that should cause player t to conclude that player t - 1 violated the social contract.
The histories that belong in this column are concluded by an even number (or
zero) consecutive punishmentmoves preceded by action D, or an odd numberof
consecutive punishmentspreceded by action E. Except for the history where all
players play P, every possible history belongs to exactly one column of table 1. If
all earlierplayersplayed P, then playert should conclude that playert- 1 honoured
3 The possibility that agent t - I takes action E when he should be punishing a deviator by playing
P will be taken up later.
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TABLE 1
(A)

(B)

X... X X X X X E
X...X
X X X D P
X ...X
XXEPP
X... X X D P P P
X...X
E P P P P

X...
X...
X...
X...
X...

X X X
X X X
X X X
X X E
X D P

X
X
D
P
P

X D
E P
P P
P P
P P

the social contractif t - 1 is even and that player t - 1 violated the social contract
if t- 1 is odd.
Considerthe following sequence of strategies.Player 1 plays E. Each subsequent
player plays E if the history at t - 1 is in column (A) of table 1 and plays P if
the history at t - 1 is in column (B) of table 1. In other words, the first agent
plays E and subsequentagents follow the social contract:play E if the last player
honoured the social contract, punish if the last player did not honour the social
contract.Under what conditions is this strategy sequence an equilibrium?
Suppose player t observes a history that causes him to conclude that playert- 1
honoured the social contract,that is, a history in column (A), and player t + 1 is
honouring the social contract. If player t chooses any move other than E, then
player t+ 1 will observe a history in column (B) and conclude that playert violated
the social contract and should be punished. Given a history in column (A), and
that futureplayers are playing the social contract,player t can choose move E and
get payoff Vt(E,E), or choose a C {P,D} and get payoff Vt(a,P). Thus, player
t's best response to a history in column (A), when other players follow the social
contract,is move E if
Vt(E E) > Vt(a,P),:

a C {P,D}.

(1)

If the strategyprofile where all playersfollow the social contractis to be a subgame
perfect equilibrium,it is also necessary that the threatto punish be credible.Under
what conditionsdoes this occur? Suppose player t observes a history in column (B)
and player t+ 1 follows the social contract.If player t plays P or E, then playert+ 1
will observe a history in column (A) and play E. If player t plays D, then player
t+ 1 will observe a history in column (B) and play P. By (1), Vt(E, E) _ Vt(D, P),
so player t prefers action E to action D. Player t will prefer P to E only if
Vt(P, E)

> Vt(E, E).

(2)

Thus, the threatto punish non-cooperativebehaviouris credible only if (2) holds.
In the preceding discussion I argued that if conditions (1) and (2) hold, then
playing E after a predecessorhas followed the social contractis the best response
to the strategyprofile where all agents follow the social contract.Similarly,playing
P after a predecessorhas violated the social contractis also a best response. This
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means thatat all possible histories,following the social contractis the best response
to the strategy profile where all other agents play the same strategy. Therefore,
the strategy sequence where all agents follow the social contract is a subgame
perfect equilibriumof the game of sequential agents. It follows that (ao, (E), 1)
is a subgame perfect equilibriumif conditions (1) and (2) hold. Alternatively,the
social contractdescribed above is self-enforcing if (1) and (2) hold.
To generalize this intuition to allow for larger and possibly history-dependent
action sets, let h, = (a,)'10 denote a possible history of the game at time r,4 and
let HT denote the set of all possible histories at time r. We also allow each agent's
action set to depend upon the history of the game and denote these (possibly) nonstationaryaction sets by At(ht-1). Next, we require two sequences of functions,
(Et(ht_1))'= and (Pt(ht_1))',, which correspond to the actions E and P of the
example, and describe the feasible 'equilibrium' and 'punishment' actions that
each player will take at each possible history. Denote the sequence that results
when all agents choose the action Et(ht_1)by (ao, (a*)',).
As in the stationaryexample above, a self-enforcing social contractcan support
the sequence of actions (ao, (a*)',), provided that punishmentis both sufficiently
severe and credible. These conditions correspond to conditions (1) and (2), and
may be stated more formally as
For all t _ I and all possible ht-1,
Vt(Et(ht_1),E,+1(ht-X+ Et(ht-1)))
For all t

Vt(at, Pt+1(ht-I+ at)),5
for all at E At(ht-1).

(3)

1 and all possible ht_1,

V1(Pt(ht_1
), Et+ (ht_1+ Pt(ht_,))) _Vt(Et(ht_1 ), Et+l(ht_1+ Et(ht_1))). (4j
In addition, it must always be clear whether the preceding play 'honoured' or
'violated' the contract.Hence, the additionalcondition:
For all t _ 1 and all possible ht-1, Et(ht-1)$ Pt(ht-1).
Provided that these three conditions are met, theorem I in the appendix shows
that the outcome (ao, (a*)',) is a subgame perfect equilibrium outcome of the
regulationgame when players follow the social contractdescribed above.
Example2. As in example 1, suppose that r7- 0, so that each period's young agent
can dictate any feasible managementobjective to the old agent. Suppose that the
growth equationof the stock is Yt+1= 3St, so that savings triples from one period
to the next. Let player t's preferencesover (cy, c' 1) be given by a utility function,
V'(cY,~~~~~~~~~~~
ctt)
so that player t's payoff function is
Vt(at,a,+,) =- V(Yt- (II

1)

o at)( (II O)o at+,).

4 An action ao at r = 0 is specified for notationalconvenience. Without it, ho is not defined.
5 (h1l +a') denotes the history (a0,..,al-,al).
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As above, the young agent at t chooses his action at from At(ht1) = {(c7, st)l cO+
St Yt}
Since each unit of stock saved triples by the next time period, any agent may
exchange one unit of consumption in youth for three units of consumption in
old age without affecting the consumption of any other agent. It follows that any
Pareto optimal allocation must satisfy,
7z

aVt/acy

=

3 aVt/lcoI

whenever (cy, cor1)

(0,0). The unique steady-state allocation satisfying this condition is

(CY,c0)-

(6 Y1,2Y1).

To support this Pareto optimal steady state, construct the following two sequences of functions:
Et(ht-1)

= (2Y1, 3

Yt)

I
Pt(ht-1) = (0, Yt).

These two functions satisfy conditions (3)-(5); hence, (ao,(a7*)?) is a subgame
perfect equilibrium outcome. It follows that a self-enforcing social contract can
sustain the Pareto optimal steady state allocation, (cY,c0)
(I Y1,2 Y1).
-

This establishes the possibility of self-enforcing social contractsthat allow the
agents to overcome the incentive faced by selfish agents to overconsumeto avoid
sharing with their selfish children.Under such self-enforcing social contracts,each
agent is offered more old age consumptionby his child if and only if he offers his
parenta more generous managementobjective than the parent'sbargainingpower
requires.
Although example 2 supports a steady-state allocation, this is done entirely
to lighten notation. The contracts work equally well to support non-steady-state
outcomes (Turner1995 provides an example).
Also note that the social contracts do not require that the young be dictators,
as in the example. What is requiredis that punishmentbe sufficientlyonerous. In
particular,if the old agents have bargainingpower r7,then the worst utility that the
social contractcan impose on agent t is
max Vt((1
S,

-

?l)Yt- St,,qF(St)).

That is, the social contractmust guaranteeeach agent at least what he could obtain
by violating it. This does not necessarily requirethateach young agentbe a dictator,
although this case is particularlyeasy to analyse.
5. Discussion
The possibility of self-enforcing social contracts depends upon the nature of the
institutionof 'government.'In particular,the set of possible equilibriumexploitation
paths that may be sustainedby self-enforcing social contractsshrinksas bargaining
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power shifts to the old. To see this, let {(cy, co )}', be any allocation, and let
csp = SUP{Ct/Yt}l-1. If 77 > COP. then for some t', the old agent's bargaining
power allows him to consume more than ct".Since the only rationalaction for an
old agent is to consume as much as possible, it follows that he consumes more
than ctoin period t', and the allocationin question is not achieved.As r7approaches
1 and bargainingpower shifts to the old, the set of possible equilibriumallocation
paths converges to the one where the first old agent, Agent Zero, consumes the
entire stock. All else equal, as the institutions of governmentare more skewed
towardthe old, fewer exploitationpaths can be supportedby self-enforcing social
contracts.
The possibility of self-enforcingsocial contractsdoes not depend in an obvious
way on the rate at which populationis growing. To apply the model to an economy
where each successive cohortis largerthanits predecessor,imagine thateach cohort
is able to act collectively and is representedat the bargainingtable by any one of its
members.Aside from requiringthatthe resourcebase be more productiveto sustain
constantconsumptionlevels, populationgrowthhas two likely impacts.First, it may
result in relatively more bargainingpower for the young cohort. Second, all else
equal, it results in lower per capita consumptionfor the young cohort. These two
consequences of population growth have opposite effects on consumptionby the
young, and their effect on the set of allocations that may be sustainedby a social
contractis ambiguous.
The analysis does not allow for the possibility that parents care about their
children. To see that this simplifying assumptiondoes not qualitativelyaffect the
analysis, suppose thatparentsvalue theirchildrens'welfare.Despite this, depending
on the degree of altruismand the old agent's bargainingstrength,childrenmay still
consume more of the resourcestock than the parentswant them to. If so, then (just
as in the case where there is no altruism)parentshave an incentive to undersaveto
avoid sharing with their children,and the threatto withdrawold age consumption
can affect behaviour. Since parental altruism need not qualitatively change the
incentive to overconsume in youth or the incentive effects of punishmentin old
age, the absenceof altruismin the formalmodel shouldbe regardedas a simplifying
assumption, which does not qualitativelyaffect the analysis.6
Note that we can think of the regulationgame as an infinitely long game tree.
Each node of this game tree is a history, ht, the set of possible nodes at time t
is the set of possible histories at time t, and a path throughthe tree is an infinite
sequence of moves (at)?0. The social contractdescribed earlier allows certain infinite sequences of actions to be supportedas subgame perfect equilibria of this
game. By definition, this requiresthat the social contractspecify Nash equilibrium
actions at every possible subgame, no matter how far from the equilibrium sequence of actions in which we are interested.This requiresthat at every possible
subgame, ht-1, the threatof the punishmentPt(ht-1) is sufficiently severe that an
6 The readerinterestedin a more exhaustive analysis of the role of parentalaltruismis directed to
Turner(1997).
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agent rationallyprefers the equilibriummove Et(h,-i) to any actions that invite future punishment.This requires,in orderto sustain a particularregulatorypath, that
the young have access to punishmentthat is either very severe or whose severity
adjusts with the stock level. Hence, the analysis requiresthat the resourcebe 'big'
in that utility depends upon having access to the resource in both periods - there
are no substitutesor outside options.
The resource considered in example 2 is big in the requiredsense, and utility
depends upon having access to the resource in both periods. The punishmentresponse is to give the old agent zero in old age; for the utility functions in this
example, receiving zero consumptionin old age results in the worst possible utility
level. Consequently,this punishmentis sufficiently severe to enforce the equilibrium move, regardless of how far the preceding players have strayed from the
desired path. These payoffs require that we interpretthe resource stock as being
big in the sense that access to the resource stock is essential to maintainingutility
levels.
While one might try to list particularresources that are big in this sense (e.g.,
ozone or biodiversity), such a list will probably be contentious. It makes more
sense to think of the common propertyresource stock Y as being an aggregate of
many resource stocks. As we will see later, this nicely complementsthe literature
on sustainability.
If a resource stock is 'small enough' that it makes sense to imagine the existence of a backstop technology, the self-enforcing social contractsdescribed here
cease to be rationalequilibria.A backstop technology provides an investmentthat
yields a constant exogenous rate of return 1 + R. In the presence of such an investment, rational utility maximizing agents necessarily maximize the discounted
present value of their income. Therefore, in order for Agent One to make a one
unit gift to his parentin accordancewith a social contract,he must expect a gift of
at least (1 + R) from Agent Two. Agent Two must in turn expect a gift of at least
(1 + R)2 from Agent Three, and so on. Hence, the social contractsdiscussed here
require that the transferfrom child to parent grow geometrically.An implausible
necessary condition for this to occur would be that the resource stock also grow
geometrically.
Finally, note that the social contractconsideredhere relies on the intuition that
the current agent will alter its behaviour to secure the cooperation of the next
generation. It is not obvious that this intuitionrequiresthat future cooperation be
essential to the welfare of the currentgeneration,only that it be valuable.Subgame
perfection requiresthat the punishmentaction be 'sufficientlysevere' (in the sense
of equation (4)) at all possible nodes, no matter how many agents must make
irrationaldecisions to reach the node. This requiresthe possibility of a very severe
punishment,even though this punishmentmay be invoked only after long histories
of irrationalaction. Hence, the requirementthat the resourcebe essential seems to
be, at least partly,an unintuitiveartefactof the equilibriumconcept. Unfortunately,
there does not seem to be a weaker equilibrium concept that is useful for this
problem.
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6. Tradition and social contracts
The OxfordEnglishDictionarydefines traditionas 'a long establishedand generally
accepted custom or procedure, having almost the force of law; an immemorial
usage ... handed down by predecessors and generally followed.' For any given
generation of young agents, the social contractdescribes the behaviour that was
followed by their parents and will be followed by their children through time
immemorial. Because of the self-enforcing nature of this social contract, it has
almost the force of law. As in example 2, this social contractmay require young
agents to behave in exactly the same customary way that their ancestors did. In
other words, we can interpretthe social contractas requiringthat each successive
young agent choose the traditionalor customarymanagementobjective, or behave
in the traditionalway.
If we interpreta self-enforcing social contracts as traditions, then particular
traditionsof resourceregulationmay emerge because they allow rationalagents to
overcome an intergenerationalexternality.In short, traditionsof conservationmay
be a rational response to an intergenerationalexternality.7
7. Sustainability and common property regulation
The debate about 'sustainability' is largely a moral debate that revolves around
the question of how much of our resource base we should consume and how
much we should conserve. While this debate has not yet settled on a definition
of sustainability,Solow (1991) puts forward a promising candidate: 'The notion
of sustainabilityis about our obligation to the future. It says something about a
moral obligation that we are supposed to have for future generations ... it is an
obligation to conductourselves so that we leave to the futurethe option or capacity
to be as well off as we are.' This notion of sustainabilityrequiresthat we consider
a highly aggregatedresource stock consisting of all naturaland manmade capital
that contributesto an economy's ability to satisfy its members' wants. We then say
that an economy has selected a sustainablepath if each subsequentgenerationhas
saved enough of this aggregate stock.
The social contractsconsideredhere affect the managementof a resource that is
large in exactly the same way as resourceupon which thejudgmentof sustainability
is based. Sustainabilityis concerned with the managementof a highly aggregated
resource stock consisting of all naturaland manmadecapital that contributesto an
economy's ability to satisfy its members' wants. The analysis conducted here is
concerned with a similarly aggregatedresource.
While measuring whether we have had the opportunityto be as well off as
our predecessorsis difficult, Solow (1993) argues that if national income accounts
are augmented to reflect changes in naturalresource stock levels, then these ac7 The strongerconclusion that traditionsare the only way of solving the intergenerationalexternalityis probablyunwarranted.One can also constructtrigger-typestrategiesthat solve the
externalityproblembut do not resemble traditions.
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counts can be used to measure our welfare relative to our parents. In particular,
given such augmentednational income accounts, the test for whether our parents
chose sustainableconsumption and managementobjectives is simply whether or
not an augmented measure of national net income is above or below a certain
threshold.
This is also related to the present analysis. The social contractsdescribed here
are 'trigger'strategies.If the precedinggenerationdoes not save enough or fulfil its
obligationto its parents,it is subjectto sanctions.Similarly,if the precedinggeneration does not save enough, its actions are deemed 'not sustainable.'Hence, sustainability provides a naturalpunishmentthresholdand, given appropriatelymodified
national income accounts, one that might even be practical.Thus, the debate over
sustainabilityboth provides a basis for interpretingthis analysis and suggests a
way that the social contracts described here might be implemented. Conversely,
this analysis suggests that a rationalregulatoryprocess might select 'sustainable'
exploitationpolicy, even in the absenceof any sense of moralobligationor affection
towardssucceeding generations.
8. Related literature
The intuitionbehind the social contractsdeveloped here is that children will take
apparentlyaltruistic actions towards their parents to avoid punishment by their
childrenin the future.Although the applicationto the problemof common property
managementis new, the same intuitionis used in other areas.
Kandori(1992) and Cremer(1986) describe games in which overlappinggenerations of agents play a stage game in each time period, extending the folk theorem
of supergames to the case of overlappinggenerations of players. These authors
require that agents play the same stage game in each period. In the analysis of
common property,we must allow players' actions to change the size of the resource stock, and hence the stage game, from one period to the next. Thus, a
game where overlapping generationsrepeatedly play the same stage game is not
an adequatedescriptionof the problem of common propertymanagement.
Hammond(1975) considers a slightly more general game of sequential agents
than is considered here. However, he is primarilyconcerned with developing an
equilibriumconcept. Kotlikoff, Persson, and Svenson (1980) consider a game of
sequentialagents, but they are interestedin understandinga fiscal policy problem.
In addition to considering a differentapplication,this paper allows an analysis of
how changes in the institutionof governmentaffect the set of equilibria,something
that Kotlikoff, Persson, and Svenson (1980) do not do.
Finally, there is a large literaturein which the exploitationof common property
in a variety of different frameworksis analysed, for example, Olson and Knapp
(1997) and Clemhoutand Wan (1991). However,these papersare usually concerned
with the way that a collection of agents exploits a resourceunderopen access. This
paper differs from the existing literatureon common property in that regulatory
behaviour,ratherthan competitive exploitation,is analysed.
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9. Conclusion
In this paper I examine the problem of common propertyregulation and propose
that the choice of managementobjective by the currentgovernmentof finitely lived
agents be regardedas a 'move' in a game of sequential agents. Given this framework, two results are established. First, absent the ability to condition the choice
of managementobjective on the actions of earlier agents, only one sequence of
managementobjectives is consistent with subgame perfection, and because of an
intergenerationalextemality this sequence of managementobjectives does not result in a Pareto optimal allocation. Second, if currentagents are able to condition
the choice of managementobjective on the behaviour of prior agents, then many
subgame perfect allocations may be possible, including some that are Pareto optimal. The strategies used to supportthese outcomes may be thought of as social
contracts. It is also reasonable,however, to regard these strategies as traditions.
Takentogether, these results imply that following a traditionof conservationmay
be a rationalresponse to an intergenerationalexternality.
Finally, the results in this paper complement the debate on sustainabilityin
two ways. First, the notion of sustainabilitymay provide a way to implement the
social contractsdescribed here. Second, these contractsmay provide an incentive
to choose managementobjectives that are consistent with sustainability,apartfrom
any sense of moral obligation to provide for the future.
Appendix
In this appendix a 'self-enforcing social contract' is described and the outcomes
that this contractcan be used to enforce are characterized.
Considera game played by an infinite sequence of players, t = 1, 2, 3. . ., such
that each player t takes exactly one action, a, in period t. For notational convenience, an action ao at t 0= is also specified. A sequence h = (a,)' is an outcome
is a history at time t. Each ht should
of the game, and a sequence h,- (a,)'
be thought of as describing a node of an infinitely long game tree, while each h
should be thought of as a path through this tree. Let h,_1 + a' -(ao,

...

, at,

, al)

denote the history that occurs when move a' is played after history ht-1. In
period t, player t chooses his action a, from the an action set At(ht-1). Let
Ht = a(aCr)t= a G At(ht1),Tr t _ 1} denote the set of all possible histories at time t, (Ho {ho}). Let H - H, denote the set of possible outcomes for
the game.
A strategy for player t is a function from the space of histories into the set
of actions. More formally, let At(Ht-1) = Uh,_GH,_,At(hti1); then, a strategy for
player t is a function
at: Ht_ I

At(Ht_ 1)

such that ot(ht-1) C At(ht-1) for all ht1 e Ht-1. Player t's strategy set Et
is the set of all such functions. A strategy sequence is a sequence of strategy
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choices, one for each player, a = (Ut),??I. Let (a_n,at) denote the strategysequence
,Ut_I,aO,tt+1,...).

(.,...1

Let

z

= n",??1t denote the set of possible strategy se-

quences. Once selected, the strategysequence is imagined to be known as common
knowledge by all players.
Let h* = (a0, (a*)1) denote a particular outcome of a game of sequential agents. h* can be supported as a subgame perfect equilibriumif there
exist two sequences of functions (Et(ht-1))', and (Pt(ht_ ))'= such that
(a) Et(h>*) = a*, for all t > 1.
and for all ht-1 C Ht_1 and t ? 1,
(b) Et(ht1), Pt(ht-1) E At(ht-1), and Et(ht1) i Pt(ht-1).
(c) Vt(Et(ht-1),Et+I(ht_j+ Et(ht-1))) _ Vt(at,Pt+i(ht_j+ at)) for all at E At(ht-1).
(d) Vt(Pt(ht-1),Et+i(ht-1+ Pt(ht-1))) > Vt(Et(ht 1),Et+i(ht-I+ Et(ht-1))).

THEOREM 1.

Proof. Let n(ht) denote the numberof consecutive moves immediatelypriorto and
including t at which the punishment action P was taken. Let a* be the strategy
profile such that

a

=
*

El (ho)
E2(h1) if a, =EI(ho)
P2(hj) otherwise

{

and for t > 3

Et(ht-1) if (i) n(ht-1) < t - I is odd and
|

=

I

~~~~at-1-n(h,_j) =/ Et-1-n(h,_,)(ht_I-n(h,_,)),

or (ii) n(hti1) < t - 1 is even or zero and
aa,_ -n(h,1) = Et_ -n(h,_1 (ht_I-n(h,_X))
or (iii) n(ht1) = t - 1 is even.

Pt(ht_1) otherwise.
It is sufficientto show that at every possible node, a* is a best responseto a0. More
formally,a* is a subgame perfect equilibriumif and only if, for all t, ht,1 E Ht-1,
and at E At(ht-1),
Vt(o,*(ht1i),a,*+(htI + oT*(ht1)))

(ht-I + at)).
Vt(at, oT+*

au(ho+at*(ho)]= [EI(ho),E2(h1)]and for all a1 E A1(ho)/{EI(ho)},
1]: [aT*(ho),
[a1,a*(ho+ai)] = [a1IP2(ho+a1)]. Therefore,by (c), a* is a best response to a0*
for all ho E Ho.
[t =

[t = 2]: If h1 = (a*), then [a*(h1),a(hi +a (h1)] = [E2(h1),E3(h1+E2(h1))] and
for all a2 E A2(h1)/{E2(hI)}, [a2, a(h1 + a2)] = [a2,P3(hI + a2)]. By (c), oa is a
best response to a2 for h1 = (a*). If h1 y4 (a*), then [a*(hl), ao(hi + cr*(h1)]
-
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[P2(h1),E3(hi+P2(hl)], [E2(h1),oa*(hi+E2(hl))] - [E2(h1),E3(hl +E2(hl)], and for
all a2 E A2(hl)/{E2(h1),P2(hI)}, [a2,o(hi +a2)] = [a2,P3(hi +a2)]. By (c) and
(d) it follows that a* is a best response to u*2 for h, $/ (a*). Therefore, for all
h1 E HI, a* is a best response to a*2.
[t > 3]: If (i) or (ii) or (iii) holds, then [a*(ht-I),a*u(ht-I + aT(ht-I))1 +
[Et(ht-1),Et+i(ht-I+Et(ht-1))], and for all at E At(ht-I)/{Et(ht-1)}, [at, or*+i(ht-I
=
it
that
a
follows
a*
is
a*
to
when
best response
[at, Pt+,(ht-I +at)]. By (c)
at)]
(i) or (ii) or (iii) holds.
If none of (i),(ii),(iii) holds, then [o,*(ht-I),o*u1(ht-I+ o(ht-I))] =[Pt(ht1),
Et+i(ht-,

+ Pt(ht-1))],

[Et(ht,i),u,*7+(ht-I

= [Et(ht-1),Et+i(ht-I
+ Et(ht-1))]
[at, uT*+i(ht-I+ at)]
Pt(ht_l)}

+

Et(ht-1))], and for all at E At(ht-I)1{Et(ht-I),

[at, Pt+I(ht-I + at)]. Therefore,by (c) and (d), a,* is a best response to a_, at all
possible nodes, so that a* is a subgameperfect equilibriumstrategy sequence.
By (a) a* requiresthat a, = a* and that at+,- a7*1if ht = h. It follows that
(ao, (a7*)=,,)is a subgame perfect equilibriumoutcome of the game of sequential
agents.
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